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Executive Summary

The threat of lightning is a daily concern during the warm season in Florida. Research has revealed distinct
spatial and temporal distributions of lightning occurrence that are strongly influenced by large-scale atmospheric
flow regimes (Lericos et al. 2002). In the previous phase, the AMU calculated the probability of lightning
climatologies using gridded lightning data and the flow regimes as in Lambert et al. (2006) for 1-, 3- and 6-hr
intervals in 5-, 10-, 20-, and 30-NM diameter range rings around the Shuttle Landing Facility (SLF) and eight other
airfields in the National Weather Service in Melbourne (NWS MLB) county warning area (CWA). These
climatologies were made available to forecasters in a graphical user interface for quick and easy access.

In this phase, the AMU recalculated the lightning climatologies for the SLF and the eight airfields in the NWS
MLB CWA using individual lightning strike data to improve the accuracy of the climatologies. The AMU also
updated the graphical user interface (GUI) with the new data. As in the previous phase, the AMU stratified the
climatologies for each location by time interval, distance and flow regime. New for this phase, the AMU included all
data regardless of flow regime as one of the stratifications, added monthly stratifications, used modified flow
regimes as described in Lambert (2007), and added three years of data to the period of record.

The AMU used individual strike data from the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) instead of
NLDN gridded lightning data to create more accurate climatological values for each range ring than was possible
with the gridded data set. Individual strike data had the following advantages over gridded data:

• Simplified the data processing,

• Provided more accurate climatologies, and

• Did not require estimating circular range rings from square grids.

In addition, to better meet customer requirements, the AMU made changes such that the 5- and 10-NM radius
range rings are consistent with the aviation forecast requirements at NWS MLB, while the 20- and 30-NM radius
range rings at the SLF assist SMG in making forecasts for weather Flight Rule violations of lightning occurrence
during a Shuttle landing.

The NLDN individual lightning strike data were provided to the 45th Weather Squadron by the 14th Weather
Squadron (14 WS) Strategic Climatic Information Service for use by the AMU staff. The NLDN database contains
lightning strike data provided to the 14 WS by Vaisala Inc., in Tucson AZ. The 14 WS customized the dataset for
the AMU and provided files that included the date, time, latitude and longitude, polarity and strength of every strike
within a 30 NM radius ofthe center of the runway for each site and included the years 1989-2007.

The results were presented in tabular and graphical format and incorporated into a web-based GUI so
forecasters could easily navigate through the large amount of data. The GUI's HyperText Markup Language format
makes it usable in most web browsers on computers with different operating systems.
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The AMU had previously created data files containing all warm season flow regimes from 1989-2005. They
added warm season flow regimes for 2006 and 2007 based on work conducted for the 45 WS by Dr. James Koermer
of Plymouth State University. Table 1 shows the names of each flow regime based on the reclassification in 2007 by
the AMU and includes a short definition of each flow regime and the number of days on which each flow regime
occurred in the paR. Table 1 also shows the non-flow regime stratification requested by SMG named "All", which
contains all of the days in the data set. Therefore, the AMU calculated climatologies of lightning probabilities for a
total of eight flow regimes.

Table 1. This table contains the names ofeach flow regime as reclassified in
Lambert (2007), a brief definition of each flow regime, and the number of days in
each regime during the warm seasons in 1989-2007.

AMU Naming Convention Flow Regime Definition
# Days in
Regime

SW-l Ridge south of MFL 331

SW-2 Ridge between MFL and TBW 682

SE-l Ridge between TBW and JAX 486

SE-2 Ridge north of JAX 262

NW Peninsular NW flow 363

NE Peninsular NE flow 367

Other Undefined Regime 339

All Non-flow Regime Based 2830
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3. Data Processing
The majority of the effort for this task involved combining and manipulating the raw NLDN and flow regime

data files into formats easily manipulated by the software packages used to analyze the data. The end goal of the
data processing was to output the statistics in a format that could be implemented in a graphical user interface
(GUI).

3.1 Lightning Files

The 14 WS provided one .csv format file per site containing NLDN CG lightning strike data within 30 NM of
the center of the runway for each site. The file for each site contained the date, time, latitude and longitude, peak
current, polarity, bearing and distance from the center of the runway of every strike for the entire POR. Normally a
.csv-formatted file can be opened as a spreadsheet in Excel, but each file surpassed the 1,048,576 row limit imposed
by Excel 2007. Therefore, the AMU imported the .csv files into the S-PLUS software package to process the
lightning data files. Upon doing so, S-PLUS reformatted the files into a proprietary format that uses an object class
called a data frame to store matrix shaped data. These data can then be manipulated using the S-PLUS scripting
language. Since only the warm season months of May-September were of interest for this task, the AMU first
extracted the warm season months from each file. Using the new files containing only warm season NLDN data, the
AMU processed each site's file and sorted them by year, month and day to prepare them to be merged with the flow
regime data.

3.2 Flow Regime Files

The flow regime data were contained in five Excel spreadsheet files each representing one warm season month.
Each of the five files contained three columns of data with year, day and flow regime. To prepare these files for
merging with the lightning data, the AMU imported the files into S-PLUS and wrote an S-PLUS script to insert a
column representing the numeric month into each file, merged the five files and then sorted the new file based on
year, month and day.

3.3 Merged and Output Files

With the lightning and flow regime files in similar formats, the AMU wrote an S-PLUS script to merge each
site's 30-NM range lightning data file with the flow regime file. The resulting merged file for each site contained the
30-NM range lightning strike data and its corresponding flow regime for each day in the POR.

The AMU wrote S-PLUS scripts to extract 1-, 3- and 6-hourly interval data from the merged file resulting in
three time-interval based merged files for each site. Then, the AMU wrote S-PLUS scripts to create 5-, 10- and 20
NM range data files for each of the three time intervals. The resulting 108 files were then sorted by the eight flow
regimes, creating 864 new files. Finally, stratifying the data by month resulted in a total of 4,320 data files in
S-PLUS data frame format. However, the S-PLUS data frames are not compatible with the format needed to develop
the GUI so the AMU wrote additional S-PLUS scripts to process and reformat the data frames and export them in
Excel (.xls) format.
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5. Summary and Conclusions

The AMU added three years of data to the POR from the previous work for a total of 19 years (1989-2007) and
recalculated lightning climatologies for the SLF and eight airfields in the NWS MLB CWA. NLDN individual
lightning strike data were used instead of gridded values to improve the accuracy of the climatologies. The updated
climatologies of lightning probabilities are based on revised synoptic-scale flow regimes over the Florida peninsula
(Lambert 2007) for 5-, 10-, 20- and 30-NM radius range rings around the nine airfields in 1-, 3- and 6-hour
increments. In addition to creating the climatologies based on the flow regimes, the AMU created a stratification
based on all the data combined (non-flow regime based) and for each month in the warm season.

The lightning and flow regime data were processed in S-PLUS software using scripts written by the AMU to
automate much of the data processing. The S-PLUS data files were exported to Excel to allow the files to be
combined in Excel Workbooks for easier data handling and to create the tables and charts for the GUI.

The AMU revised the GUI developed in the previous phase (Bauman 2007) with the new data and provided
users with an updated HTML tool to display and manipulate the data and corresponding charts. The tool can be used
with most web browsers and is computer operating system independent.

The results of updating the previous phase of this work will produce a better operational product because:

• The POR was increased by three years,

• Individual lightning strike data was used instead of gridded data,

• The range rings were calculated based on radius instead of diameter,

• The climatologies were based on revised, more accurate flow regimes, and

• A monthly stratification was added.
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SW Southwest flow regime

JAX Jacksonville, FL rawinsonde 3-letter
TAF Terminal Aerodrome Forecast

identifier TBW Tampa, FL rawinsonde 3-letter
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identifier

LEE Leesburg Regional Airport
TTS SLF identifier

MCO Orlando International Airport
VRB Vero Beach Municipal Airport

MFL Miami, FL rawinsonde 3-letter identifier
XMR CCAFS rawinsonde 3-letter identifier

MLB Melbourne International Airport
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NOTICE

Mention of a copyrighted, trademarked or proprietary product, service, or document does not constitute endorsement
thereof by the author, ENSCO Inc., the AMU, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, or the United
States Government. Any such mention is solely for the purpose of fully informing the reader of the resources used to
conduct the work reported herein.
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